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Filed: 2018-03-23 EB-2017-0306/EB-2017-0307
Exhibit C.EP.31 Page 1 of 2
ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND UNION GAS LIMITED
Answer to Interrogatory from
Energy Probe Research Foundation (“EP”)
Rate Setting Application
Reference: Exhibit B, Tab 2, Page 4
Preamble: Recent Evidence provided by Pacific Economics Group summarizes some recent
Productivity Studies and trends in X factors (provided as Attachment to this Interrogatory).
Question:
a) Please confirm Dr. Makholm is familiar with these recent studies
b) Please explain why Dr Makholm’s evidence does not provide a summary of these studies.
c) Confirm that the current AUC IRM Price Cap Plans established an X factor of 0.3 % for both gas
and electric utilities

Exhibit C.EP.31 Page 2 of 2
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Page 2
Response
a) Dr. Makholm is familiar with the first study listed (his own in Alberta) and some familiarity with a
number of the other studies (to they extent the employ his data set—i.e., the 2016 AUC studies by
Brattle and Christensen Associates that the study presented before the Massachusetts DPU by
Christensen Associates for Eversource.
b) Dr. Makholm does not conclude that a survey or summary of such studies (whether using his
basic data set or other data) would be a useful part of the evidence he presents in this case.
c) Dr. Makholm’s understanding is that the AUC’s current IRM Price Cap of 0.3% represents a
combined X-factor and positive stretch factor for both electric and gas utilities.
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EB-2017-0306/0307 Technical Conference Transcript March 29, 2018 Page 95

DR. MAKHOLM:

At the moment for energy utilities, I do not know.

MR. BRETT:

You do not know.

So of those states that you spoke of, and to your knowledge
would they have typically had positive X factors?
DR. MAKHOLM:

It depends on the time period.

For the last

X factor approved in Massachusetts for Eversource was the
negative 1.3, not positive.

Going back in terms of the ten

years before, I think by and large they were positive X-factors.
MR. BRETT:

What about stretch factors?

Did they employ

stretch factors?
DR. MAKHOLM:

In some fashion they employed stretch

factors, consistent with the imposition of a new regime, yes.
MR. BRETT:

So in your sample that you are using of U.S.

companies that you are working with, how many of them would have
PBR regimes at the present time?

It doesn't sound like very

many.
DR. MAKHOLM:
MR. BRETT:

I think that's correct.
And why is that?

cost of service?
DR. MAKHOLM:

Yes.

Are the regimes primarily
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Exhibit JT2.3
Page 1 of 1
Plus Attachments
ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND UNION GAS LIMITED
Undertaking of Dr. Makholm
To Dr. Lowry
REF: Tr.2 p.35
To provide the average service life of Union and EGD assets on best efforts basis.
Response:
Please see Attachment 1 and 2 for the requested calculation of Union’s and EGD’s average
service life of assets.
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EB-2017-0306/0307 Technical Conference Transcript March 29, 2018 Pages 42-43
MR. SHEPHERD:

Okay.

Thank you.

The second question I have is, you were asked about your 33-year
life, which comes from primarily electricity data, and what the lives
were for Union and Enbridge, and we're going to find out what those
were, and I want to ask a slightly different question, which is:

If

the average life, the weighted-average life, of Union's assets, let's
say, is significantly different from 33 years -- I'm estimating it
might be 37, for example -- does that have a material impact on your
results?

Or could that have a material impact on your results?

DR. MAKHOLM:
MR. SHEPHERD:
DR. MAKHOLM:
follows.

By "results" being my ultimate conclusion?
Yes.
I would say no, and the reason for that is as

The -- I know, more than anybody else, having been doing

this longer than anybody else, know the uncertainty associated with
any one particular firm or company's data, and I write about the
instability.

I have a couple of references in my backup, as I refer

to it, about that specific issue.
I put great stock and hold to be highly objective and credible
large collections of data that allow those idiosyncrasies to average
out.

But to the extent that any one company is off of the average of

a distribution life, I would have to look at that and say that it's an
anomaly.
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Exhibit C.EP.32 Interrogatory Response to Energy Probe
Filed: 2018-03-23 EB-2017-0306/EB-2017-0307 Exhibit C.EP.32 Page 1 of 2
ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND UNION GAS LIMITED
Answer to Interrogatory from
Energy Probe Research Foundation (“EP”)
Rate Setting Application
Reference: Exhibit B, Tab 2, Page 33 and JDM-3 Tab 2 Figure 2
Preamble: A30. For the distribution industry I use sales volume as the output quantity. I create an
output index by combining sales volume for several different customer categories as follows:
Residential, Commercial, Industrial and Public. EGD provided sales volume (106 m3) data for
roughly the same customer categories. However, I measure sales volume (106 m3) for Union using
two customer categories, a General Service category and a Contract category.
Question:
a) Confirm that the options for output quantity are sales volume (MWh electricity or m3 gas) or
number of customers. Please justify why sales volume rather than number of customers is appropriate
in this case.
b) Did NERA/Dr. Makholm examine output factor growth using the number of customers? If so
please provide this analysis.
c) Confirm that Enbridge and to a lesser degree, Union, have experienced declining average use per
residential customer.
d) Confirm that the current Revenue Cap Mechanism for EGD rates is based on costs per customer.
e) Has NERA/Dr. Makholm analyzed how trends in declining average use affect output quantity and
total factor productivity? If so please provide these data for the industry sample used in the TFP
analysis. If not, please explain why.
f) Please discuss in detail, with mathematical analysis, how declining residential average use per
customer affects output quantity and utility productivity. Specifically, confirm why Sales Volume is
the appropriate output quantity, rather than number of customers.
Response
a) Sales volume and number of customers are two of the options for output quantity. The Alberta
Utilities Commission also considered other measures in its PBR proceeding (see AUC Decision
2012-237, ¶392). Dr. Makholm recommended a kWh output index in that
Exhibit C.EP.32 Page 2 of 2
case, among the alternatives, and the AUC agreed agrees with his recommendation in the following
way:
The Commission agrees with the experts in this proceeding that each possible output measure (for
example, energy sales, number of customers, line miles, peak usage, etc.) or combination thereof has
its own merits and disadvantages.
…
In light of this uncertainty, the Commission is not persuaded that NERA‘s output measure of kWh
sold is an inferior output measure compared to the variety of alternatives proposed.
…
Overall, the Commission agrees … that NERA‘s output index measuring kWh sold is an acceptable
measure to use for the purpose of calculating TFP growth for electric distribution companies (see
AUC Decision 2012-237, ¶¶392-397).
b) No.
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c) Both EGD and Union have been experiencing declining average use per customer.
d) Not confirmed, EGD’s current rates are established using the OEB approved Custom Incentive
Regulatory mechanism.
e) No. Any trends that affect output will show up in the measure of output included in the TFP
growth calculation.
f) Because the number of customers does not appear in Dr. Makholm’s TFP growth analysis, a
decline in such a number does not affect his analysis. Please see the response to part a, above with
respect to Dr. Makholm opinions and results of using sales quantities at the output index
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EB-2017-0306/0307 Technical Conference Transcript March 29, 2018 Page 44

MR. SHEPHERD:

The -- I wanted to follow up on that.

I am actually

now at a -- completely out of synch here, but that's okay.

You, in

your articles, appear to say that productivity, in general -- and in
fact, you say that this is generally believed by a lot of academics in
the field -- sort of reverts to the mean over time.

If you get a

large enough piece of data the productivity will normally end -- for
an industry end up at roughly the same place eventually.
Is that -- am I understanding that roughly correctly?
DR. MAKHOLM:

Let me put it a little differently, and I think a

couple of data -- a couple of IR responses where I went on and on and
on about things that I say I did in another study in Alberta.
One of the things that I said was that out there in the world
there is a productivity growth trend for any particular industry:
telecommunications, electric and gas utilities, whatever.

And we're

endeavouring to find out what that is with the data that we have.
And to find out what that number is out in the world, if we have
a big enough data set and use the proper methods with that data set,
we do the best job of determining what that number is in the world.
It is a real number out there that reflects industry productivity
growth.

And that's what we're after.

And it could be -- if it's not zero, it could be high, like
telecom companies in the 1990s, at 3 to 5 percent, pretty high, but
that was the number for that industry in the '90s.
What I've concluded here is that the number has settled down to
be zero for electric and gas distribution in this day and age.
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EB-2017-0306/0307 Technical Conference Transcript March 29, 2018 Page 75
MR. SHEPHERD:

Sorry, productivity growth, sorry, you're right,

the productivity growth, and you say as long as that continues
those inflation numbers are right.
DR. MAKHOLM:

No, and it doesn't have -- as long as that

continues just doesn't work into that.

It's that the -- as we

measure the relative productivity of the industry vis-a-vis the
economy, we have concluded that there's no reliable difference,
hence the X is zero, hence you can use the published inflation
index as a way of lengthening regulatory lag.
I'm not saying that it has the ability to predict the
future.

There is nothing about future prediction here --

MR. SHEPHERD:
DR. MAKHOLM:

No, I --- it only is whether or not you can use the

published inflation indices as the vehicle by which to lengthen
-- to help lengthen regulatory lag.
MR. SHEPHERD:

That's all it does.

You've said that in your past study period

the inflation figure and the cost trajectory of the utilities is
the same, and there is no -- there is no difference, there is no
productivity difference; right?

That's essentially what you've

concluded?
DR. MAKHOLM:
MR. SHEPHERD:
DR. MAKHOLM:
MR. SHEPHERD:

Yes.
And so you're saying -Growth.
Then we can apply that into the future.

are not predicting --

You

DR. MAKHOLM:

No, I'm not saying you can apply that into
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the future.

I'm saying that the conclusion comes that you can

use the published inflation indices to take us into the future.
That's what it says.
MR. SHEPHERD:

And that is only true if the future cost

levels are the -- or the cost growth is the same as the past;
right?
DR. MAKHOLM:

No, all I've done is to confirm the idea of

using the published inflationary indices going forward to
lengthen regulatory lag.

I'm not predicting future costs, I'm

not saying that the future is the same as the past.
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Mr. Shepherd
You've commented in your article here -- this is attachment to
SEC.65, and I'm looking at page 41 of the article, page 9 of the
attachment -- you've commented There, and you've commented in
your other writing as well, that the K-factors or capital
trackers of various types are intended to capture capital
expenditures that are unusual, right?

That the routine capital

expenditures aren't part of that sort of process in your view,
is that right?
DR. MAKHOLM:

No, I think that's a little too specific.

MR. SHEPHERD:
DR. MAKHOLM:

All right.
They are capital expenditures that otherwise

aren't dealt with under the regulatory regime.
In that respect, unusual, I can agree with.
MR. SHEPHERD:

So when you say -- sorry, the clip is in the

way.
When you say at the bottom of page 9 and the top of page
10:
"Numerous regulatory bodies have adopted
infrastructure trackers for specific capital
expenditures, and that is the approach we would
recommend.

The capital expenditures that are

candidates for such trackers must be comparatively
unusual and narrowly defined (such as cast-iron pipe
replacement for gas distributors or specific aged
infrastructure replacement for electric
distributors)."
Can you track that quote to what you've just told me?
DR. MAKHOLM:

Sure.

If you look further back up in that

same paragraph, you will see that "such provisions are known as
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K-factors and help ensure that utilities cover costs for
necessary and prudent system upgrades."
That's in the same paragraph and that gives context to the
whole rest of the paragraph, which is that we are living in the
Brandeisian prudence sense.
The companies have the public to serve and if the public
requires, through a new subdivision or a new extension, or a
upgrade of service or increased demand, new facilities to be
invested in to serve them, prudence would require that we take a
look at them and find a way to track those costs.
We don't make companies serve new users without some
confidence that they -- that the capital they expand for that
purpose is well-tracked, and a return will flow from it.

That's

the basic regulatory bargain.
So nothing about what the end of the paragraph contradicts
what I wrote earlier in the paragraph with respect to prudence.
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DR. MAKHOLM:

I have two responses, if I could.

One is to say I

answered that exact question that I put to myself on Q-and-A 24
in my testimony.

I said, "What about the merger of EGD and

Union, isn't that a transition," in quotes, "that conceptually
could lead to the consideration of a stretch factor."
And I went on at length over the course of the next page or
so to describe why not, why my answer was no in that instance.
Returning to a prior question of yours, Mr. Brett, you had
said that this transition bit seems to be a bit vague and
nuanced, not aligned; you said not a bright line. And I would
suggest that that's not so because examining the transcripts and
the proceedings in Alberta, that commission treated it as a
bright line.

And unless they could find a transitional

regulatory regime element, they didn't have the basis for the
stretch factor for the second period.
They realized in their first plan it was a new kind of
restarted regime in the way we discussed, and they had a stretch
factor associated with that.
In the second regime, they also had a stretch factor, but
because they changed something.

They changed the nature of the

capital formula to include incentive activities in the capital
formula, and they said so.

And they said that the reason for

their stretch factor was exactly that.
So for them, in the justification for their decision, they do
treat it like a bright line, and I do, too.
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MS. GIRVAN:

I'm still struggling with the fact of why isn't a

stretch factor appropriate.
DR. MAKHOLM:

It is a derivative of a change in a

regulatory regime, that's why.
And if the regulatory regime hasn't changed stretch,
defined the way I have done so, has no place.
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MR. QUINN:

You continue to use the scholarly sense, and I

respect that you have a vast knowledge of what's out there.

But

in where we are, in a regulatory context, has there ever -- to
your knowledge, has there been a submission of some evidence,
some data that looked at productivity before and after the
merger in a way that assisted the regulator with establishing
bounds between the investor and the customer?
DR. MAKHOLM:
MR. QUINN:

No.
You are not aware of any proceeding that had

that type of data or evidence?
DR. MAKHOLM:

That's correct.
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PEG Report Exhibit M1 Section 7.4 Page 53

Response To IR L1.EGD/Union 2 Part f)
EB-2017-0306/EB-2017-0307 Exhibit L1.EGD/Union.2 Page 7 of 7
affect the level of utility cost do not always affect the trends in their costs. This is not, however,
an argument against considering the level of a company’s cost inefficiency when setting its
stretch factor. Change in X inefficiency (defined as distance from the efficiency frontier) is well
known to be a driver of productivity growth. A reduction of X inefficiency is more likely the
higher is the current level. The existence of initial cost-level inefficiencies is, of course, part of
Dr. Makholm’s rationale for assigning stretch factors in first-generation PBR plans. If the initial
level of cost inefficiency were zero there would be no need for a stretch factor.
f) Dr. Lowry confirms that the Commission rendered this judgement. He disagrees with this
policy and believes that other regulators have better policies. Benchmarking has been used to
set stretch factors by regulators in several jurisdictions, including Ontario, New Zealand,
Vermont, and Dr. Makholm’s home state of Massachusetts. A second group of regulators,
largely in Europe, have occasionally added a component similar to a stretch factor in IR plans
designed to reflect the inefficiency of poorly performing utilities in benchmarking studies.
Countries whose regulators have incorporated such “efficiency catch up” terms as part of an X
factor include Mexico, Denmark, Austria, the Netherlands, Finland, Germany, and Norway.
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